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Purpose of the report
The purpose of this research is to engage
the creative and digital SME sectors in
East Sussex, to inform specialist support
to be offered as part of South East
Business Boost (SEBB) and to inform any
future business support and engagement
of the creative sector.
The report is commissioned by East
Sussex County Council and South East
Business Boost (SEBB) programme.
Report prepared by:
Wise Birds Network Ltd.
www.wisebirds.london

Overview

Methodology

Qualitative research consisted of 10
Overview
Overview
interviews alongside informal networking
and conversations at creative business
events in East Sussex. 1
Desk research including analysis
of Companies House database
provided by ESCC and analysis of
recent published research 2
Research and reporting by Wise Birds Network Limited.
Graphic design by Rebecca Matthews Design

Creative sector across the county
Regional Overview
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“The talent pool in London,
the world’s leading centre for
creative industries, continues to
move eastward into the Thames
Gateway and towards the coast.”3
Summary Findings
“The creative sector is mainly based
on micro businesses that accounted
for 96.4% of all businesses in the
creative sector of SELEP in 2015”4

Within these identified creative sector “groupings” there is consistency in
identification of areas of need, funding gaps and issues
Digital nomad
Tech, new media and service (PR/ branding)

The creative economy encompasses
a high number of freelancers, many
of whom are sole traders, as well as
film and television companies and
tech companies. The needs of diverse
businesses across the sector vary opportunities to access funding, and
support needs are not the same for
a micro sole trader, a film production
company, a performing artist or a
tech entrepreneur.

Studio based
Moving image, multimedia, and photography

There is a real enthusiasm to know
that ESCC is listening. We have barely
scratched the surface but it’s clear
the creative sector want to be heard.
Micros and start ups often know that
they need support to grow and sustain
businesses and many have a clear
identification of their own needs and
gaps in provision. Participants in the
research showed a willingness to share
experiences and successful business
growth models and to engage with
ESCC and SEBB beyond this research
if required.

Manufacturing brand
An organized supply chain

3
4

Music
Performance, Production, Distribution
Messy studio or home based
Artists and craft makers
Small production
Designer/maker, often both manufacturing and direct selling

Fashion and textiles
Performing arts
Commercial gallery
Service provider for community or publicly funded cultural events

“Towards a Creative Economy for the South East” report (SELEP 2016)
Shared Intelligence Report on Creative Industries for South East LEP
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“it would be really useful to
choose the mentor I need.”5

Mentoring that is appropriate to
the sector is the number one need
and was mentioned by almost all
interviewees, from start up to
well established. Creatives want
mentors who speak their language
and understand their sector.
“it’s all men in suits who don’t
understand how creative
businesses operate”6
As well as business needs, several
people suggested that they would
find it helpful to have mentoring to
navigate available business support
and to actually take them through
the process of funding or grant
applications. Admin and
accountancy training and/or
support were also cited.
There is a low awareness of available
support and the majority of people
we spoke to either had not heard
of SEBB, knew of it but had not
considered that it could be available
for creative small businesses.

5
6

Fashion Designer, St.Leonard’s
Photographer, Hastings

Creatives looking for structured
business support often feel that
what’s on offer is not right for them,
that it is dated or is not inclusive of
new and micro business models. The
marketing does not speak to the
creative sector. There is a perception
that local and government business
support agencies are out of step
with what business support looks like
for millennials (accelerators, shared
space, start up incubators etc).
Creative entrepreneurs create their
own networking events, often around
cultural and social events. Many
prefer to share workspace with a likeminded cohort, so that networking
is organic. The perception is that
business SME networking events are
not for them unless there is a specific
training or business development
“purpose” to the event. Some people
find it difficult to take time away from
the workspace during the workday.
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“Freelancers and micro-businesses
including sole traders make up
a significant proportion of the
creative sector. Recent research
by the RSA established that selfemployment would overtake
public sector employment by
2018; therefore it is important
to understand this group when
considering the overall growth of
the sector. ”7

Its clear that there is a steady flow
of creative entrepreneurs to East
Sussex, many from London and
Brighton. Their workspace needs
differ according to practice. Tech
and services need “clean” space,
such as co-working space with
shared facilities, converted office or
manufacturing space.
Artist, craft and performance and
small manufacture (“dirty” and
mixed use) space is at a premium
in the towns. A growing number
of entrepreneurs choose to work
from home.
There is also an identified lack of
availability for bigger studio space
(performance/ film / photographic),
it is often privately owned and
expensive. Security is an issue
for expensive equipment or
stock (photographers, film
makers, jewellers).

An increased market for direct selling
has seen is a growth in crossover
businesses that encompass micro
production, marketing and retail –
sometimes operating a retail outlet
and a design studio/production facility
in the same premises. Merchant and
Mills in Rye, St.Leonards Modern
Goods, and The Workshop in Bexhill
are examples.
Most business data sources use
Companies House data, which is
classified according to SIC codes.
This has limitations for analysis
of Creative and Digital sectors as
they do not always fit neatly into
these classifications, as well as
missing out freelancers and
unincorporated businesses.

“it would be great if there were some
decent and affordable studio space to
rent or lease; everything around here
is more like office space – that’s one
reason why I prefer to work in a shed
in my garden”8

Towards a Creative Economy for the South East” report (SELEP 2016)
Arts Professional, Polegate

7&9
8

This is especially the case for IT and
tech categorisation (the biggest
sector in every area analysed for
this research) and for craft and
manufacturing, where scale of
operation is not evident, so that it
is not possible to separate a small
factory from, for example, a designer
who hand prints and stitches baby
clothes at a kitchen table, or a craft
potter whose product to market
process is akin to a fine artist.
Very small businesses, including
freelancers, or start ups, are
not identified in the Companies
House data provided, so that it
does not accurately reflect the
growing clusters in this category in
St.Leonards /Hastings, Bexhill
and Lewes.
“Shared workspaces encourage
businesses, freelancers and graduates
to work alongside each other. This
facilitates the sharing of ideas,
collaboration and most importantly,
sparks innovation in a way that
virtual connections are unable to do.
In London, the creative industries
rely on the availability of affordable
workspace. This is fundamental to the
sustainable growth of London as a
world leader in this area. “ 9
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“it’s discomforting to
think of it as a business –
because it’s a vocation”10
Awareness and access to
business support including
SEBB programme.
There is a low awareness of available
business support among creative and
tech businesses - either they haven’t
explored opportunities, or don’t know
where to look, or the marketing they
have seen does not communicate
effectively with them.
Funding support has come from places
like The Crafts Council, Arts Council
and The Manufacturing Growth
Programme, rather than locally.
East Sussex is home to many
arts practitioners of national and
international repute, some employ
support teams, engage in training etc,
however when they need to invest
in equipment, studio or marketing,
they tend not to consider business
support such as SEBB or business
loans. Businesses focused on artistic
creation such as performance,
some craft, fine art etc often have
experience of success in Arts Council
and other arts funding awards that are
often project based - some find the
longer term approach that is required
of “business” funding a challenge.
10

Documentary Film Maker, East Sussex

This is underpinned by a perception
that business support opportunities
are opaque and agencies do not see
the potential in creative businesses.
Many creatives (including some
working in film, animation,
performance, photography, art etc )
make a living from their work but do
not necessarily see it as a business they see it as practice.
Tech businesses appear to be more
self sufficient than craft and arts
based businesses, as they have
minimal overheads and client work
is usually well paid. At CoHub, there
has been significant investment by
the founder (see case study page
11) to create and maintain a shared
space, initially for tech businesses but
now including designers, publishing
and others. He has not sought public
funding support, preferring to build
a sustainable member based
business model.

Some creative business models have
an unpredictable project lifecycle that
doesn’t fit the usual business planning
(i.e. the return on investment is
delayed or dependent on distribution,
or the quality/ public adoption of
a production - such as for a film,
an exhibition, a music or
performance project.)
Creative businesses in high
value business areas such as tech,
branding, PR, can be discouraged
from engaging with public sector
support because they feel it will be
old fashioned, not relevant to them,
or they prefer to put energy into
client led income generation.

Creative & Digital Economy in East Sussex

“An abundance of SMEs, microbusinesses and individuals (are)
spread across the arts, design,
cultural, digital, entertainment and
media sectors. As a consequence,
they lack the capacity for strategic,
cross-sectoral R and D which, if
properly recognised and supported,
could propel growth.”
Bazalgette report, 2017

8
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SEBB programme
“if you can get your head around the
application and guidelines its easy”11
The majority of small businesses
engaged for this research either had
not heard of SEBB or had looked at it
and felt it was not for them.
Several people interviewed felt
that they were either “out of the
loop” for funding (were not aware,
or only vaguely aware, of the SEBB
programme for example).
Others had looked at SEBB and
government business loans, having
looked at the application process,
were unsure of how to navigate it.
Most did not understand the concept
of match-funding.

Several people commented that
they would like a dedicated mentor
to help creative entrepreneurs to
navigate public sector grants, loans
and funding.
In Hastings and St.Leonards, there
is awareness of the Hastings and
Borough Council Success fund
which was promoted through
direct engagement with the arts
community (at a public meeting).
Several micros mentioned that they
had unsuccessfully applied for it.
There seems to be a perception that
funding is more likely to go to bigger,
enterprises, where there is a lower
financial risk or a higher profile, rather
than small amounts going to higher
risk micro enterprises 12.
“I did look at SEBB but the forms to
fill in seemed really challenging”13

Feedback on SEBB specifically included:
The marketing information is opaque and not
designed for left brainers
Its not clear how the funding works (for example, the
language is opaque, most did not understand the
concept of match-funding)
Match funding is a turnoff for many, who simply
cannot afford the upfront funding
The application process is not well understood
Form filling is off putting to many creatives who
would value help to navigate and apply for support
Straightforward process once you get your head
around the application process
Many creative businesses either do not need, or
cannot afford to match fund for capital expenditure
Greater need for revenue support
Those on the cultural creative side they found
project based “arts funding” much easier to
navigate than the SEBB.

Small business owner, Bexhill
no firm evidence for this however it was mentioned by several interviewees
13
Potter, Lewes
11

12
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[in creative and microenterprises] “Knowledge is often
circulated through personal
networks” 14
Mentoring

Image credit: Essex University

Experience of mentoring is mixed some good mentoring experiences
were cited, however businesses
(especially start ups) note that
mentoring is often delivered by
mentors who do not really understand
the creative sector. Some good
examples of mentoring were cited
from the Swift Project and Nat West
creative entrepreneur scheme.
Business mentoring as well as
accountancy and admin support
were cited as key needs by many,
especially micros, craft, arts and
culture based businesses. Start ups
as well as established entrepreneurs
would like more access to mentors
who understand their challenges,
preferably someone with a successful
track record in a similar business.

The Bazalgette report
Jewellery Designer, Hastings

14 & 16
15

“I have yet to meet a business mentor
who really gets my industry – I feel
like they don’t take creative seriously
as business”15
Mentoring support to develop
business planning or for a loan or
grant application would encourage
creative businesses to apply for SEBB
or other funding - several people
interviewed mentioned this as a gap.
“Nesta’s Creative Business Mentor
Network that supported business
leaders and entrepreneurs support
was a fully evaluated programme
that demonstrated a net additional
increase in turnover across the
businesses of £1.3m directly
attributable to mentoring”16
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Workspace
“In Hastings, the loss of the Observer
Building is a disaster - big hubs create
huge energy”17
“The Artists’ Workspace Study,
commissioned in 2014, predicted
the loss of 30% of artists’ workspace
in London by 2019, leaving some
3,500 creatives without workspace
in the capital.”18.
Creative “messy” studio space
There is a consensus that there is a
lack of affordable and appropriate
mixed studio and creative workspace
in East Sussex, and that a “one size
fits all” approach will not do – mixed
use and different sizes of studios are
needed for different kinds of business
and practice. There is a perceived
over provision of “office” type space
that is not right for many creative
businesses (although this kind of
space is appropriate to the needs of
tech businesses who are the leading
creative sector).
“Too much of the so called “studio”
space available is too “ office-y” – we
need dirty or studio space with good
light, not only deskspace”.19
Although many creatives have moved
from bigger cities in order to access
cheaper housing or home studio
space several home based
entrepreneurs noted that they
would like to be able to access
affordable shared workspace.
“it would be great if there were some
decent and affordable studio space to
rent or lease; everything around here
is more like office space – that’s one
reason why I prefer to work in a shed
in my garden”20

Small businesses who need “messy”
or producer studio space, such as arts,
craft makers, fashion, etc., generally
voiced a need for affordable shared
space that is local and not out of town.
This was most loudly voiced
in Hastings/ St.Leonards and Lewes.
Cockpit Arts21 was most often
cited as an example of mixed space
that encompasses collaborative
selling opportunities and some
mentoring inbuilt.
Security is an issue for some,
especially makers who need to store
high value stock (e.g. jewellers)
or equipment (e.g. film makers/
photographers). Security was cited
as a reason for working from a home
studio a couple of times.

Stuart Lambert of Eastbourne CoHub
noted that they had looked into the
ESCC Business Incubator Fund but
that it wasn’t suited to the needs the
kind of creative shared space they
were developing. He noted that there
are other models (such as Google Hub)
which may be more flexible.22
“Clustering helps these
predominantly micro-enterprises
address informational asymmetry
and allows more efficient provision
of business support services
… contribute unique benefits
associated with the fusion of skills
they foster alongside economic and
social spillovers. ”23

Share space and “clean”
studio space
The tech community appears to be
more independent than other
creative sectors, in the sense that
the work is often well paid, with
international reach and collaboration
is facilitated in response to contracted
work (unlike, for example the craft or
arts sector where collaborative effort
is an important aspect of sellings).
There is a perception that a recent
legal change allowing “office to
residential” conversions is starting to
impact negatively on available space
in Eastbourne (possibly elsewhere).
There is a perception that local
business support agencies are out
of step with what business support
looks like for millennials who are
accustomed to accelerators spaces
and start up incubators that offer
much more than space to help start
up growth.

CoHub Case Study
Stuart Lambert runs CoHub with
his partner. Unable to find a place
to work where they could be in a
shared community of likeminded
businesses, CoHub was created &
has been in operation since 2012,
it is has no public funding at all &
doesn’t break even (Stuart & his
partner considers the subsidy they
contribute as funding their own
space for their other business).
There is a flow of communication
between businesses and CoHub
has generated some profitable
collaborations, it currently has
(about 100) members. Contracts
are affordable for start ups who can
pay between £27 pcm for 2 days a
month, to £100 pcm for anytime
access, and can grow into a bigger
permanent workspace contract.
There is a simple “in-out”, no
contract, no deposit, monthly
notice basis.

Arts Professional, Hastings
Independent Review of the Creative Industries report, Bazalgette, (Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, 2017)
19
Craft maker, St.Leonard’s
20
artist entrepreneur, Polegate
21
https://cockpitarts.com
22
Interview with Stuart Lambert, February 2018
17

18 & 23
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A Thames Estuary Biennial
Having moved its HQ from London to Southend in
2007, Metal is leading an ambitious public-private
partnership to commission an international festival.
The aim is to celebrate the outstanding cultural
contribution of the 40-mile stretch of the
iconic Thames Estuary. Wrapping around major
development sites, the festival will reimagine
undiscovered parts of the River.
It will consist of:
− Large-scale, high profile visual arts commissions in
key locations along the estuary
− Literature events – examining classic and
contemporary writing in relation to the estuary
− Exhibitions – of existing works and commissioned
new works in relations to the estuary
− Water and walking tours – historic/artistic/tourist –
with accompanying talks by experts
− Music – gigs/talks/academia – looking at the so
called sound of the ‘Thames Delta’
− Conference events - bringing together leading
thinkers, archaeologists, historians, scientists,
artists, politicians, business leaders.
Working with partners on both the North (Essex) and
South (Kent) banks, the festival will occur bi-annually,
with the first event due to take place in September 2016.
This festival links to theThe
following
key development
“Can Designers
Save theaims:
Save
“Why do the training events take up
the World” organised by Let’s Do
Toithighlight
a whole day - I would1.find
easier the enormous
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Photo courtesy of Metal

Image credit: All photos above courtesy of Metal
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Arts Events Manager, East Sussex
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Sector breakdown

IT and Tech
Services inc PR and branding
TV and moving image
Sound recording
Photography
Manufacturing
Small craft
Bigger craft
Performance
Jewellery
Fine Art
Design services
Fashion and textiles

Key
Lewes

Uckfield

Hasting and St.Leonards

Rye

Bexhill

Newhaven and Seaford

Battle

Crowborough

Break down of information from
Companies House data.
*The Tech and IT sector is probably
smaller as this includes non creative,
as well as creative activities, which are
not broken down in the data
*While, as noted on page 4 of this
report, “micro businesses that
accounted for 96.4% of all businesses
in the creative sector of SELEP in
2015”, (sic) it should be noted that
this Companies House data does
not include information for sole
traders. This represents a significant
missing segment that includes many
freelancers (among them many
creative workers who are employed
in non-creative businesses) as well
as performers, artists, craft makers,
designers and start ups.
25

“While self-employment and
freelance are very important in
this sector, the lack of data of selfemployed professionals is a risk of
underestimating the contribution of
this sector”. 25

Towards a Creative Economy for the South East report (SELEP 2016) http://www.southeastlep.com/images/uploads/
resources/SE_Prospectus_Low_Res_%281%29.pdf
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Key towns

Eastbourne: in depth sector breakdown

Eastbourne

Lewes

Lewes: in depth sector breakdown

1

2 3 4 5

1

6 7 8 9 10

6

11 12 13 14 15

11

16 17 18 19 20

16

21 22 23 24 25

21

26 27 28 29 30

26

31 32 33 34 35

31

Hastings and St.Leonards

Hastings & St.Leonards in depth sector breakdown

1

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35

Key
Manu. of textiles
Manu. of clothes and bags
Manu. of paper stationery
Manu. of wood cork
Manu. of other plastic prod.
Precious metals prod.
Casting of light metals
Manu. of fabricated metal
Manu. of electric lighting equip.
Manu. of other furniture
Manu. of jewellery and similar
Manu. of musical instruments

Manu. of other games and toys
Other manufacturing
Wholesale of textiles
Wholesale clothing and footwear
Publishing of comp. games
Video prod. activities
TV programme prod.
Film, video and TV post-prod.
Film distribution activities
Sound recording and music publishing
TV program. and broadcasting
IT consultancy activities

Based on October 17 Companies House Data provided by ESCC

Other IT service activities
PR and comms. activities
Advertising agencies
Media rep. services
Specialised design activities
Other photographic activities
Performing arts
Artistic creation
Operation of arts facilities
Museum activities
Cinema
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Recommendations for
SEBB programme
1

2

3

This report has looked into the
reach and impact of the SEBB
programme within the creative,
cultural and digital sector and
provides recommendations on
how this could be improved. It
will be crucial that the SEBB
programme consider how best it
can work alongside the upcoming
South East Creative Cultural
and Digital Support (SECCADS)
programme. Some of the
recommendations
set out here may be best taken
forward through SECCADS
and/or other future work on the
creative and digital sectors, but
both programmes can learn from
these to ensure they have the
best possible reach into this
growing and important sector.
The creative sector would like
access to mentors who come
from and/or have experience of
creative business, including those
who have experienced success in
a similar field as the mentee.
They are looking for advice that
relates to business strategy,
(planning, funding, finance,
tax etc.) within in a creative
industries context. Workshops
and mentoring should include
marketing, ecommerce,
social media and branding.
Communication of mentoring
availability through the
SEBB programme should be
effectively communicated to
the creative sector, including
micro entrepreneurs.
Explore niche marketing to
communicate SEBB to the
creative & tech audience.
This could include events,
social media, editorial &
blogposts. It may include a
drive to develop a specific
area of need. For example, an
ecommerce workshop that leads
to applications for funding to
develop emarketing, or a speed
date mentoring event that leads
to sign up for mentoring support.

Photo courtesy of Kenton Lowe

4

Alongside communication of
SEBB to this sector, a dedicated
support person is recommended,
to help creatives in particular
to navigate the SEBB (or other)
opportunities for their business
& to advise on administration
related to the application
process.

5

SEBB programme to consider
ways of making future
advertising material more
attractive to creative and digital
sectors

6

Where possible, avoid acronyms
– the creative community do not
understand or trust them!

7

Further engagement is
recommended to define
collective needs of creative sub
sectors in greater depth. Areas
of potential support that came up
as part of this research include:

8

Further research is recommended
to explore how financial support
can be structured to address the
diverse needs across creative
economy business models. The
funding needs of businesses
we spoke to varied from under
£1,000 to up to £25,000.
Business models for
some enterprises are based on
long term projects, rather than
a “trading” model; business
funding does not always
acknowledge this unorthodoxy.

9

It is recommended that more
detailed data be gathered to
break down the creative/noncreative actors within certain
sectors, notably tech, IT and
manufacturing. In both areas the
data available
from Companies House is
somewhat opaque, so that
creative economy data in these
areas lack accuracy and does not
facilitate targeted engagement.

a

investment in shared
10
resources such as data
storage or equipment for film/
image /print enterprises and
marketing

b

selling support for makers
- perhaps under a regional
umbrella. For example, an
“East Sussex Collective”
banner to show craft
& lifestyle products at
international fairs, show at
commercial film festivals etc.

It is recommended that a method
be developed to capture data
related to freelancers and sole
traders, and to sub categorise
creative tech and service
businesses.

11

More research is recommended
to understand the scale and
kind of employment provided
by the creative sector in East
Sussex, including potential for
jobs and economic growth and
how this can be encouraged
and supported.

Creative and
& Digital
Digital
Economy
BusinessininEast
EastSussex
Sussex
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East LEP
https://www.eastsussex.gov.uk/media/9998/secen-creative-industries-report.pdf
Sussex Innovation Centre, Croydon http://www.sinc.co.uk/focus
https://cockpitarts.com/

SEBB

http://www.businesseastsussex.org.uk/south-east-businessboost/

Workspace research links
All images are creative commons, unless directly credited.
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Creative and Digital
Economy in East Sussex

WISE BIRDS NETWORK
www.wisebirds.london

Rebecca Matthews Design
rebeccamatthewsdesign.co.uk

